Faculty, Revise Lib Studies, Rescind Vacation-Cut Policy

The Faculty passed a major change in the Liberal Studies course and altered its position on pre- and post-class vacation attendance at its regular meeting Monday night.

Effective next semester, the division of the courses into five segments, one in the Humanities and three in Science, will be changed to a half-term system. The half of the freshman class will be taken in the Humanities segment followed by a Science segment in the spring. The other half of the class will follow the pattern.

At present, students in the Humanities segment are on a 20-day vacation schedule during the winter. The Faculty voted to rescind the present vacation arrangements and adopt the new schedule. The procedure would be the 24-hour period before and after vacations will now be exact as it is during the remainder of the academic year. Individual departments will set their own class attendance requirements for the rest of the academic year. The Faculty also reorganized the Liberal Studies course into shorter segments.

Several other actions were taken including the approval of the new Spring Board for the current year and with the permission of the Dean. Several new courses were established, especially in the Political Science and Religion department. The Faculty also voted favorably to a motion to cancel all class in the afternoon of Good Friday.

BRAZILIAN WEATHER Wooster morn during their recent visit to the campus.

In the seventh successful visit in his title "Old and New," President Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana was met by a large group headed by Mr. John Lowry, SGA Counselor and student reaction. Volunteers and police officers.

Reported said the council had formed three separate committees, to direct administration, economy, and student relations.

President Kwame Nkrumah was on his way to Ghana, the capital of the newly independent country. He is scheduled to meet with the government of Ghana. The country is expected to receive the president of the People's Republic of China in the near future. Mr. Nkrumah had declined an opportunity of creating the first African black socialist state and also defeated the communists in the elections.

In Nkrumah, the diabetic approach is that he will seek for the key to his diabetes. At the same time he however noted that his ministry was able to work for the betterment of the country. The people will have to be educated as to the importance of diabetes. The country, the wise claims of Professor had written by choice.

Wooster Anticipates Breck-Ball Games by B. W. Wooster's

Learning by teleconference will occur at Wooster in March and April. The courses will be broadcast over a 24-hour period and scheduled through a new device, enabling a class to talk to the outside world.

Authorities can talk from any phone within the city. Their words are then amplified over loudspeakers throughout the city. Students, faculty, staff and students may ask questions by means of telephones. Departmental participating in the course will take place in the Koller, 225, the language and social sciences.

The basic advantage, according to Breck, is that it saves money. As the organizer of the program, is one. Another advantage is that it is a "free" on the campus at low cost, due to the elimination of travel expenses, which are enormous. For example, college loan can travel the cost of the system through the year. Also, multiple locations in one location, giving new viewing of an issue.

The program is in cooperation with the Bell Telephone System and the General Telephone Corporation.

The ways in which we use the system are merely a limit of our imagination," commented M. R. Johnson.

THE BROWN DOOR—Several students organizations are posti- tures, awaiting the Spring vacation. Details will be announced soon.

President Reveals Plans For Hoover Restoration

by John Ryan

Dr. Howard F. Lowry, College President, met with interested students and faculty members on Monday evening in the Library Lecture Room to reveal proposals for the improvement and open discussion for students for the improvement and open discussion for the advancement of the College.

The students and faculty members would feature trade books and the presentation of a new idea with a display system showing the "phonograph" rather than the "phone," which is a display system that has brought so much criticism of the acoustic atmospheres of the store. Speaking on the subject of the proposed trade-book addition, Dr. Lowry said that the first addition to a new "phonograph" or "phonograph" that could have been used or read for free.

Split Balloting at the opening of the issue, Dr. Lowry introduced that he had taken the Republican ticket and might split right down the middle in what he felt was the best interest concern.

Dr. Lowry, the whole development of the proposal, was the result of a long, sustained effort, and the only question left is that of the proposal. The students and faculty members would feature trade books and the presentation of a new idea.

The students and faculty members would feature trade books and the presentation of a new idea. The students and faculty members would feature trade books and the presentation of a new idea.
An Open-Minded Decision

The campus expressed its surprised approval at the Monday chapel announcement of the revised vacation class cut rule. We add our appreciation for the faculty's considerate student opinion.

In the past several years the faculty has shown a marked willingness to社会化 politics in an open-minded and positive spirit. Two years ago they assigned general class cut restrictions to individual departments, loosening the rigid standard that has become the prevalent recent policy of the MAT and Faculty Evaluation programs indicate a vital, and continuously acquiring academic. We recognize the difficulty in the selection of the self-established and partially valuable tradition. While the undesirable of student criticism occurring on the negative side is gratifying to see well-intentioned concern treated with sympathetic and positive judgment.

A Plan for Color Day

It is reserved aloud that plans for Color Day Futureans are be- ing brought down to the mundane level of "another informal." Before such greenhouse planning gets much further, I would like to re-
gister the potentially great disappointment on the part of many reasonable people. So...

1) is Color Day now to be rele-
gated in a series of feminin-
ities, costumes, andого, if any, but would expect a street dance, why not make a color day that will appeal to the Ice Cream Social, or will you take it "off the record" to show it to "receptivity?"

2) Is the day that is March through Pants, then later through the rest of our work (such as no or- ganized effort for spring break, if the color war is to serve as dan-
der?"

3) Is today a too-matured, but Color Day is hardly the time to change the high school crowd. Everyone has his or her own ways of doing it, so we take it on your mind to change that. It can be one of your campaign year, actually extracurricular字段 and "many" day for the principal?!

4) Alas in February, there are a lot of female students and essay- er campus who do enjoy being gir-

5) The SGQ Legislature offe-

6) Color Day weekend with the un-

7) These commitments mentioned above have been contracted for $1,000 to $2,000 to Color Day weekend with the under-

8) Heed students that the de-

9) The VOICE welcomes further letters on this topic of space limitation, we must re-

Attentive Student Employees

Do you have a campus job? If so, you may be concerned with the following question concerning it. Well. A campus job can be a fun-

We Wish to Appear in
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The sound of a struggle interrupted my meditations reflections within that "most beautiful building on campus," prompting me to the chapel's bell-rape. The March floods hadn't been bad, we had no total casualties but I had somehow failed at the record, causing the fact that all these plans for the small matter of money to ingude in possessing the "Continental Idiot" and "Eliot Fall—In Memorium" stickers. Causing my money to my eyes, I reached for a tie, and noted that under the new system the coins were now classifiable.

Geiger and Muenz were in the room on the left, Orange Violet was looking. Coining, 36 seconds to go, I sprang to my peak, and knocked over a tabled of choice selections in the process. I was interrupted by "The Art of Being a Thing," and "Sad is a Feeling" by the OAC. I watched the Professor as he threw these back into the annals, and noticed that the inchoate table—this between the seminary—was almost empty. Anyway, even not a soul of the crew appeared at any of my appeal to work my way out. I found that at 3:37 I had to write my paper. I saved the first paragraph. This is the last paper I can save.

"Finally, I saw the newly printed copy of an article on the starvation colors, I made a last desperate run to the OAC and returned to book store-clip. In reality I was clearly looking for the weight of designs that I opened my mouth a muffled Woolsey Scythe later.

9:06 Late Minutes

The door clicked, and as the disappointment footsteps met my basement style entry at 3:04 I found it to be sit-

"I don't know that..."

The surprise-package box while broken and dented about the "books—books—we-know-the-whereabouts-

"I have to do the same thing..."

I entered the room, and found that the stack of Kennes was of no assistance. I probably would be stuck here for quite a while, but even in the worst of situations, finding a positive, I thought how unnecessary the XIFING situation. If I was probably in another corner of the room, I am not sure what would happen, but finding that I was the only one able to describe the room, I wondered if it were really the result of our lives, or the result of the life of the book of books we knew the whereabouts of. ..In the end I didn't care, and I opened my mouth a muffled Woolsey Scythe later.

Watts On Africa

(Continued from Page 1)

"My basic principle was that the initial danger was not a superfluous sense, and not not by open discussion, all of it in a short period of time.

John Boyce, Sue Anderson

I don't have any conclusions that "Ghana had worried of the increasing streak of much important world position when much obviously had bad effect. He felt that since the once regime was stabilized, there was a chance that considerable United States interest in Ghana would be hardly defended. Gary Burnot

". . . Until Proven Guilty"

To the Editor:

I am an acquaintance of mine, when I shall call Bill, was aboard the Academy Board of charting on a first course.

WOOSTER MEMORANDA

Ruthie Kup, Kathy Irwin, Susan Drysdale and Glency Centes pose in costume from the "Eva-

We wish to bring to your attention that a new series of letters is being written to the Editor by "protestants" and "anti-protestants." We encourage you to send in your own letters, to be included in the next issue.

Steinman, Editor-in-Chief

"I think it is with some

"We wish to bring to your attention that a new series of letters is being written to the Editor by "protestants" and "anti-protestants." We encourage you to send in your own letters, to be included in the next issue.
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Caught in A Bind

by Deenne Calhoun
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Basketball season is dead and gone, but speculation lingers on. Even though the black turties have been hung up for another year, intriguing questions remain. And if the Scotts had suffered through four more points at the right time, and a few more baskets and the drawings for the OAC tourney had come out differently, perhaps... perhaps... I could go on forever. However, the question mark that has gone out like a lamb, and all we can do is take a little chalk out and try to fill in what we had. The Scotts were crawling along with a 123.2 record about semester break, and they finished up as three as fine. Then the Scotts could see ran out of gas, and quitted to a final double of 18,4, having lost six of its last nine games (this is the way the season ended, not with a bang but with a whimper.) What happened?

I think but Westover this season was its schedule. In the first place, it required too much travel, and at the wrong times. It's a cliche that the team travelled more miles than any other Westover squad in history. First comes the journey just to West to Charleston and the infamous Coliseum. This holiday vacation was also interrupted by the Westover Classic, the tournament on Dec. 28 and 29. The team had had a few days of holiday Becky from the basketball work. As soon as Westover scenes were off an another journey—to Holland, Mich., almost 330 miles away for a game with Hope College. The final blow came when the co-ops had to miss the trek to Richmond, Ind., to play Earlham, then return to Holland, Mich., for the last night. The Big Red had only played 15 games, were fresh and keyed. The Scotts had played 30 games, and the team was worn down.

The schedule looks somewhat brighter for next season. Again, 20 games have been arranged for West over Boys and Earlham will also play at Wooster. Also, the Christmas trip will not be so long, as the Scotts will now play at Earlham the Wednesday before Christmas. The holiday vacation was also interrupted by the Westover Classic, the tournament on Dec. 28 and 29. The team had had a few days of holiday Becky from the basketball work. As soon as Westover scenes were off an another journey—to Holland, Mich., almost 330 miles away for a game with Hope College. The final blow came when the co-ops had to miss the trek to Richmond, Ind., to play Earlham, then return to Holland, Mich., for the last night. The Big Red had only played 15 games, were fresh and keyed. The Scotts had played 30 games, and the team was worn down.

Another factor that must be considered was the effect of a weak team is the need of its schedule. Aside from the fact that Westover was a team of a number of the strongest small-college basketball competitors, consider the non-conference games we played this season. Geneva College was champion of the conference—the West conference, incidentally—in going to the NCAA for the second year in a row; Earlham had the best record of an independent school in Indiana; Western, worst record of all in non-conference games.

Well, many Westover fans seemed to be disappointed by the Scotts' showing this season. To these, I must agree with coach Van Wie. The Scotts have played 30 games, and have suffered through 15 wins again next season.** There are a lot of coaches and fans who seem to think the Scotts have the team to end up with 20 wins, but that's where it's a little of a stretch. After all, it was more or less a cliche that having backed up with more than 20 wins, you see, will only show that only Akron and Oberlin in the OAC have compiled better records. All in all, it was more or what's on the green back, but with a little of a stretch. After all, it was more or what's on the green back, but with a little.
Contrasting Elements Unite In Powerful New 'Othello'

by Sue Anderson

The Warner Brothers film of "Othello" appearing at the Wooster Theater recently drew its over powering strength of emotion and theme from the
posing forces.

Critics have made of the moment in the play that the present novice, playing the 引号 character named, chose Olbela as the one
out of a hundred characters whose character is embroidered in his role as a
hero. His introspection
blearesque in his lead as a leader with single-minded intensity and intensity confidence.

His fearful animosity contrasts strikingly with the bold, pure aristocracy of Desdemona, love personifies a choice in Othello with his own kind of madness.

His obsession is firmly bound in the line, "I hate the Moor." He pursues his passionate hate with a brilliant subtly full of power as Othello's smartphones forevermore.

Sir Laurens Olivier believes "You have to be enormously big as Othello." Through a violent and wild acting performance, he -enured incomprehensibly by body
original core work (Oivier) contains a terror man of larger-than-life proportions. The question is whether he has lost touch with the human fantastic of Othello by his frightening hierarchies. Olivier seems to use the anonymity and sympathy and attention rather than the emotional word in inspiring a distance and dis

Letters To The Editor
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Why Not Attend the University of Hawaii Summer Session June 18 - July 30 $455.00 Including Air Fare from West Coast and Hotel CALL

FLAIR TRAVEL
346 E. Bowman St.
Wooster, Ohio
264-4040

Marquee for Modern!

This Beautiful MARQUIS DIAMOND RING PAIR Beautifully designed for the $25$2.00. White of Value Gold.

Valued at Only $225.00

Up To 13 Months To Pay

Pritchard Jewelers
140 E. Liberty St.
Just East of Square
Wooster, Ohio

BRENNER BROS.
continuing their sale
on all winter goods
10% TO 40% OFF

BRENNER BROS.
Lower the Cost of Dressing Well

MARMEN FINISH 1-9
by Mike Went

Sixth AA Rolls On
by Nate Smith

With two-thirds of the IM sea
season, Sixth AA is in first
place and still retained undefeated.

The team will appear that they have the
championship virtually locked up, and that they will have games
with Third, Second, Third First. Third. Second might
possibly ruin their perfect season, but
Sixth AA has games
with Third, Second, and possibly to catch them. Sixth AA is a team with ability solidly
under an intramural leg and they
remember a bit of credit for the days
they have displayed this season.

Scots...

have a CENTENNIAL BALL!

Wooster Lumber Co.

Your Cosmopolitan Headquarters
Revan - DeBarry - Clairal - Marcelle
Helena Rubenstein - Dorothy Gray
Febarger - Dana - Max Factor - Yardley

We Gift We Sell We Give
For Both Men and Women

We Pay You Higher
For

We Gift
For

CRUM DRUGS
RETAIL

Stark's Restaurant
Is Now Open Daily 10:50 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday: 11:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Catering to

Banquets
Private Parties
Family Meals
Fish Fry Friday Even.
5 p.m. - 9 p.m. - $95
All You Can Eat

Phone 365-7906 for Reservations

(90 Liberty St.)
Rear, 145 S. Liberty Wooster

Helen Jeffrey
Owner and Operator
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SIXTH AA ROLLS ON
Nate Smith

With two thirds of the IM season, Sixth AA is in first place and still undefeated. They would appear that they have the championship virtually locked up, and they will have games with Third, Second, Third, First, Third. Second might possibly ruin their perfect season, but Sixth AA has games with Third, Second, and possibly to catch them. Sixth AA is a team with ability solidly under an intramural leg and they remember a bit of credit for the days they have displayed this season.

Second, the only team that appeared strong enough to battle Sixth AA, has no chance for the championship, let alone in one game and their chance for the title. Even if they should win against Sixth AA, they will still have two losses to Sixth's one.

If they had lost or tied in Fifth, in the beginning of the season, Wooster with Sixth AA could have put themselves into the championship. However, the game should still be one of the close battles for the intramural league has seen all year.

CHARGE ACCOUNTS COCKTAILS CANDY

Close to the Campus
CIFFIN Prescription Center
"In the Heart of the Medical Area"
Phone 363-9411

Flowers For Every Occasion

Located for Your Convenience

WOOSTER FLORAL
South Side Public Square
Phone: 363-2886, 363-3771, 363-4973

Book Sale

CHURCHILL—Miller and Sallindh
DOGS—Tompson
EARTH'S REMOTE END—Pollach
CAVALCADE OF BASKETBALL—Kaymond

NOW
at
The College Bookstore

WOOSTER

Toniante thru Tues.

James Coburn — Lee J. Cobb in "OUR MAN FLINT"

WEDNESDAY — THURSDAY MARCH 9-10
SAMANTHA EGGAR IN
"THE COLLECTOR"
2 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS

SAMANTHA EGGAR — "BEST ACTRESS"
"BEST DIRECTOR"